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Abstract 
Traldi, L., Generalized activities and K-terminal reliability, Discrete Mathematics 96 (1991) 
131-149. 
Suppose each edge of a graph G has a given probability of being useable, and suppose K is 
some subset of the vertex-set of G. We present a polynomial that is useful in assessing the 
probability that the elements of K will lie in a particular number of components of the useable 
portion of G. the probability that a particular number of edges of G will be useable, and the 
probabilities of other properties of the useable portion of G. We also extend to this polynomial 
the activities analysis introduced by Tutte for his dichromatic polynomial. This leads to several 
expansions of this poiynomial, the standard reliability polynomial, and the K-terminal 
chromatic polynomial of Satyanarayana nd Tindell. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite prubabikstic graph, i.e., a finite graph together with a function 
p mapping the edge-set E(G) into the real interval [O, 11. Suppose K is a subset of 
the vertex-set V(G), and let c(G, K) be the number of K-terminal connected 
components of G (components that meet K). We are concerned with a general 
form of the K-terminal reliability problem: if each edge e of G has probability 
p(e) of being useable (independently of the useability or non-useability of other 
edges) then what are the likely attributes of the useable portion U of G? In 
particular, how many edges of G are likely to have failed? And how is c(Li, K) 
likely to compare with c(G, K)? The particular question of this type that appears 
most often in the literature, and which we will refer to as the standard K-terminal 
reliability problem, is: given that c(G, K) = 1 and that p is a constant function, 
what is the likelihood that c(U, K) = l? 
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For S c E(G) let G : S be the subgraph of G with vertex-set V(G) and edge-set 
S. In this paper we present a combinatorial analysis of the polynomial 
R(G, K; t, z) = 2 (n p(e))& (1 -p(e)))P’” K)z~SI--k+c(C:SJ? 
SrE(G) eeS 
where k = IKl. This polynomial has an obvious connection with the questions 
mentioned above: the coefficient of tczb in R(G, K; t, z) is the likelihood that the 
useable portion U of G will have c(U, K) = c and ]E(U)] = & - c + k. In 
particular, when p is constant he standard K-terminal reliability polynomial [2-41 
is the coeticient of t in R(G, K; t, l), considered as a polynomial in p. 
The all-terminal polynomial R(G, V(G); t, z) was introduced by Fortuin and 
Kasteleyn [7] as a tool in the analysis of certain problems in statistical mechanics 
that are closely related to all-terminal reliability. (We will not discuss these 
physical problems here, but refer the reader to [6] and [7] for accounts of them.) 
As Fortuin and Kasteleyn noted, this all-terminal polynomial is closely related to 
Tutte’s dichromatic polynomial (cf. Chapter IX of [15]): if all m edges of G have 
probability 4 then the dichromatic polynomial is simpiy 2”n”(G, V(G); t, z). This 
suggests an obvious question: to what extent can properties of the dichromatic 
polynomial be extended to R(G, K; t, z)? Most of this paper is devoted to this 
question. 
A very importart property of the dichromatic polynomial is that it can be 
calculated recursively, through contracting and deleting edges. (We follow the 
convention that contracting and deleting a loop have the same result.) The R 
polynomial has the same kind of property, proven easily by partitioning the 
subsets of E(G) into two classes, one consisting of those subsets that do not 
contain a certain edge e, and the other consisting of those that do contain e. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a probabilistic graph. If E(G) = 0 then R(G, K) = tk. If 
E(G) +B, let e be any edge of G. Then G - e and G/e inherit edge-probabilities 
fkom G in an obvious way, V(GIe) has a subset K/e defined in an obvious way, 
and 
R(G, K) = (1 -p(e))R(G - e, K) +p(e)zIK’eltl-kR(G/e, K/e). 
Note that consequently if p(e) = 0 then R(G, K) = R(G - e, K). 
Isthmuses and loops play special roles in the theory of the dichromatic 
polynomial, and again the R polynomial has similar properties. We call an edge e 
a K-loop of G if c(H - e, K) = c(H, K) for every subgraph H of G that contains 
e, and we call e a K-isthmus of G if c(H - e, K) > c(H, K) for every subgraph H 
of G that contains e; when K = V(G) these are simply the standard notions of 
loop and isthmus. The reader can easily justify these alternative characterizations: 
e is a K-loop iff no reduced path between distinct elements of K includes e, and e 
is a K-isthmus iff it is an isthmus in the ordinary sense and its end-vertices both lie 
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in K. The following theorem is easily proven, using the natural bijection between 
E(G -ej and E(GIe). 
Theorem 1.2. If e is a K-loop of G then R (G - e, K) = R( G f e, K/e). On the 
other hand, if e is a K-isthmus of G then R(G -e, K) = tR(Gle, K/e). 
Two other simple properties of the dichromatic polynomial are extended to R 
in Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 1.3. (a) If G is the d&joint union of subgraphs G1 and G2 then 
R(G, K) = R(G,, Kl)R(Gz, K2). 
(b) If G is the union of subgraphs G1 and G2 whose intersection consists of a single 
element of K then tR(G, K) = R(GI, K,)R(Gz, K& 
Another important property of the dichromatic polynomial is its relationship 
with the chromatic polynomial. Recently Satyanarayana nd Tindell [13] have 
defined a K-terminal chromatic polynomial P(G, K; A) which is an extension of 
the classical chromatic polynomial, and it turns out that the relationship between 
P and R is precisely the one suggested by the relationship between the chromatic 
and dichromatic polynomials. 
Theorem 1.4. Let all the edges of G have probability 4. Then 
P(G, K; A) = (-1)&2”R(G, K; -A, -1). 
We should mention that Brown and Colbourn [2] have recently described a 
unified viewpoint on the chromatic polynomial and the standard K-terminal 
reliability polynomial. Also, Colbourn and Pulleyblank [5] (see also [4, Ch. 51) 
have introduced a polynomial that can be evaluated to yield the standard 
K-terminal reliability polynomial, the Satyanarayana-Tindell K-terminal chro- 
matic polynomial, and (in the all-terminal case) the Tutte polynomial (a close 
relative of the dichromatic polynomial). Both of these interesting approaches 
differ significantly from the R polynomial we are presenting here; both are 
restricted to the standard case, for instance, and the polynomial of [5] is defined 
using an ordering of E(G) in an essential way. 
The last property of the dichromatic polynomial that we will consider-and 
the most difficult to extend to R -is its expansion in terms of the activities of 
edges with respect to maximal forests in G. In the next section we extend the 
generalized activities of [8] (which include the classical activities with respect to 
maximal forests as a special case) to the consideration of K-terminal reliability. 
Then in Section 3 we discuss several expansions of the R polynomial that can be 
expressed in terms of these generalized activities. These expansions of R 
specialize to activities expansions of both the standard K-terminal reliability 
polynomial and the Satyanarayana-Tindell K-terminal chromatic polynomial that 
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do not seem to have appeared in the literature before now. From the former we 
obtain a ‘broken circuits’ expansion of the K-terminal domination of G. 
In Section 4 we discuss two ways of modifying the R polynomial. One 
modification produces a polynomial that can give meaningful information in 
certain situations when the probabilities of useability of the various edges of G 
are not assumed to be independent. Another modification produces a polynomial 
that can be of use in studying aspects of the useable portion of G other than 
c(U, K), for instance, the expected cost of repairing the unuseable edges of G. 
While discussing this modification we also present the extension to R of the 
series-parallel reductions of standard reliability. 
2. Generalized activities 
The generalized activities are not difficult to define. Suppose E(G) is given 
some arbitrary linear ordering, E(G) = {e,, . . . , e,}. There are then 2” different 
ways of ‘resolving’ G into an edge-free graph by deleting or contracting its edges 
in the order em, . . . , el. To each such resolution of G we associate the subset S of 
E(G) consisting of those edges contracted during the resolution. The generalized 
activity of an edge e with respect to a subset S of E(G) simply records the status 
of e in the resolution of G corresponding to S. If e is contracted as a K*-loop 
(where K* is what has become of K by the time e is reached in the resolution), we 
say e is an internal eventual K-loop of S. If e is deleted as a K’-loop during the 
resolution corresponding to S, we say it is an external eventual K-loop of S. 
Similarly, e is an internal or external eventual K-isthmus of S if it is contracted or 
deleted (respectively) as a K*-isthmus. Finally, e is ordinary with respect o S if it 
is neither an eventual K-loop of S nor an eventual K-isthmus of S, and it is 
internally or externazly ordinary according to whether or not it is in S. We denote 
by L(S, K) the set of eventual K-loops of S, by EL(S, K) the set of external 
eventual K-loops of S, by IO(S, K) the set of internally ordinary elements of S, 
and so on. Each edge of G has precisely one of the six possible types of status in 
the resolution corresponding to S; this implies the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. If S c E(G) then {IL(S, K), EL(S, K), II(S, K), EI(S, K), 
IO(S, K), EO(S, K)} is a partition of E(G). 
The generalized activities can be given alternative definitions more explicitly 
connected with the graphical structure of G. For instance, e E EI(S, K) iff e is the 
least element of some cutset of G contained in E(G) - S, and there are paths 
from the end-vertices of e to elements of K that consist solely of elements of S 
preceded by e. The internal eventual K-isthmuses are characterized simply by the 
fact that e E II(S, K) iff e E S and e E EI(S - {e}, K). The characterization of 
eventual K-loops is a bit more cumbersome. Suppose e = ei E S, and let [e,,, , em] 
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be the set of edges of G preceded by e. Then e is in IL(S, K) iff whenever P is the 
edge-set of some reduced path in G that includes e and connects two distinct 
elements of K, either 8 f P n [ei+l, e,] n (E(G) - S) or else there is some 
minimal circuit in G that contains e and is contained in P U (S n [e,+l, em]). 
External eventual K-loops are characterized by the fact that e E EL(S, K) iff e $ S 
and e E IL(S U {e}, K). 
The following proposition is easily proven using these characterizations. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose J 5 K E V(G) and S c E(G). Then I(S, .I) c I(S, K) 
and L(S, J) 1 L(S, K). 
In [8] generalized activities were introduced for matroids; the definitions given 
there, applied to the polygon matroid of a graph, coincide with the generalized 
activities just defined in the all-terminal case K = V(G). An interesting property 
of the all-terminal activities is the fact that if S c T then L(S, V(G)) c 
L(T, V(G)) and Z(S, V(G)) 2 I(T, V(G)) [8, Prop. 2.11. This property does not 
generalize to arbitrary K. To see this, consider the graph G of Fig. 1, with edges 
ordered from left to right and K consisting of the first and third vertices. If 
S = (e,} and T = {el, e2} then L(S, K) = {el, e3} and I(S, K) = 8, while 
L(T, K) = {e,} and I(T, K) = {e,}. 
The reader may recall that in the theory of activities with respect to maximal 
forests usually associated with the dichromaiic polynomial, there are only four 
possible types of activity, not six. From our point of view, the reason for this is 
simply that if S c E(G) then G : S is a maximal forest in G iff IL(S, V(G)) = 0 = 
EZ(S, V(G)) (cf. [8, Theorem 11). If G : S is a maximal forest in G then elements 
of EL(S, V(G)) (resp. II(S, V(G))) are usually referred to as being externally 
(resp. internally) active with respect to G : S, and lEL(S, V( G))I and 
IWS9 V(G))1 are the external (resp. internal) activities of G : S. 
Of special interest in K-terminal reliability are the K-forests. A K-forest is a 
forest F which contains K and whose vertices of valence one all lie in K; 
equivalently, it is a subgraph F of G that contains K and has c(F, K) C 
c(F - e, K) for every edge e in F. (Note that this does not imply that every edge 
of F is a K-isthmus in F.) Yet another equivalent description is this: a K-forest is 
a forest F that contains K and has no edges that are K-loops in F. A Steiner 
K-forest is a maximal K-forest; a K-forest F in G is a Steiner K-forest of G iff it 
contains all of V(G) and has c(F, K) = c(G, K). Equivalently, a subgraph F of G 
is a Steiner K-forest iff it contains all of V(G) and is minima! among subgraph. 
that contain V(G) and have c(F, K) = c(G, K). The (Steiner) V(G)-foresrs are 
precisely the (maximal) ordinary forests. 
Fig. 1. 
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For S cz, E(G) we define the K-e.:cess exc(S, K) to be the greatest cardinality of 
a subset T of S with c(G : (S - T), K) = c(G : S, K). 
Theorem 2.1. Let S be a subset of E(G). Then IEI(S, K)I s c(G : S, K) - c(G, K) 
and ]IL(S, K)) < exc(S, K) s ISI - k + c(G :S, K). If K = V(G) then all three 
inequalities are equalities. 
‘I’hat the inequalities of Theorem 2.1 are equalities in the all-terminal case 
follows from Theorem 1 of [8]. One consequence of these equalities is that 
lIL(S, V(G))) and )EI(S, V(G))) don’t depend on the ordering of E(G) used to 
define the activities. Another consequence of these equalities is the characteriza- 
tion of maximal forests mentioned earlier: G :S is a maximal forest in G iff 
EI(S, V(G)) = @= IL(S, V(G)). In general, however, the inequalities of 
Theorem 2.1 may be strict, and a subset S of E(G) may have different values of 
jIL(S, K)I or lEI(S, K)) when different orderings of E(G) are used. Also, if G : S 
is a Steiner K-forest then IL(S, K) = $ = EI(S, K), but these conditions are not 
genrally sufficient to guarantee that G : S be a Steiner K-forest. 
For instance, consider the graph G of Fig. 1, with K now consisting of the two 
vertices of valence one. No matter how the edges of G are ordered, 
EI({e,, e2}, K) will be $4 and EI({e,, e3}, K) will be {ei}; as (ei, e2} in one 
ordering could easily be {e2, e3} in another ordering, this shows that JEI(S, K)I is 
not independent of the choice of ordering. Similarly, IL({e,}, K) = Q and 
IL(&), K) = {e*), so JIL(S, K)I is not independent of the choice of ordering. 
Also, no matter how the edges of G are ordered IL( {es}, K) and EI( {e3}, K) will 
both be empty, even though G : {es} is not a Steiner K-forest in G. Another 
interesting example is drawn in Fig. 2; here K is to consist of the two upper 
vertices. If S = {e,, e3} then not only is it true that IL(S, K) = 8 = EI(S, K), but 
also c(G : S, K) = c(G, K); however, G : S is not a K-forest. 
These examples illustrate the following definitions. We will call a subgraph 
G : S of G a fake Steiner K-forest if it has IL(S, K) = 8 = EI(S, K) and is not a 
Steiner K-forest in G; if in addition it has c(G : S, K) = c(G, K), we will call it 
convincing. The second of the examples just given shows that a fake Steiner 
K-forest need not be a K-forest at all, even if it is convincing. However, 
Proposition 2.2 implies that a fake Steiner K-forest has IL(S, V(G)) = 0, and by 
the all-terminal case of Theorem 2.1 this implies Proposition 2.3. 
Fig. 2. 
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Proposition 2,3. 4 &ke Steiner K-forest is a forest. 
It remains to prove Theorem 2.1. We will not give a special proof for the 
all-terminal case, as that case follows from 18, Theorem 11. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We justify the bound on ]EI(S, K)I first. If S = E(G) then 
EI(S, K) = 8 and c(G : S, K) = c(G, K), so the inequality is obviously valid. The 
argument proceeds by induction on (E(G) - S]. Suppose ej is the least element of 
E(G) - S. Note that EI(S, K) - (e,> = EI(S U {ei}, K), for the resolutions of G 
corresponding to S and S U (ei} are the same until one reaches ei (so 
EI(S, K) n [ei+l, em] = EI(S U {e,}, K) n [ei+l, em]) and EI(S, K) n [e,, ei-*] = 
tb = EI(S U {e,}, K) n [ el, ei]. Ifc(G : S, K) > c(G : (S U {ei}), K), then IEI(S, K)I s 
]EI(S U {ei}, K)l + 1 s c(G : (S U {ei}), K) + 1 - c(G, K) s c(G :S, K) - c(G, K), 
using the inductive hypothesis. Suppose on the other hand that c(G : S, K) = 
c(G : (S U {ei}), K). If ei E EI(S, K) then there is a cutset of G contained in 
E(G) - S whose least element is ei, and there are paths from the end-vertices of 
ei to elements of K that consist solely of elements of S n [ei+*, e,]. Such elements 
of K must lie in distinct components of G :S but in the same component of 
G : (S lJ {ei}), contradicting the presumption that c(G : S, K) = c(G : (S U 
{e,}), K). Therefore this presumption implies that ei is not in EI(S, K), i.e., it 
implies that EI(S, K) = EI(S U {e,}, K). Th e inductive hypothesis now gives 
]EI(S, K)I = (EI(S U {ei}, K)I d c(G : (S U {ei}), K) - c(G, K) 
= c(G : S, K) - c(G, K). 
The justification of the inequality (IL(S, K)I c exc(S, K) is quite similar, except 
that it proceeds by induction on ISI rather than [F(G) - S(. 
To verify that exc(S, K) < [Sl- k + c(G :S, K), note first that ISI - k + 
c(G : S, K) B 0. This is easily proven by induction on lS1, for it is certainly true if 
S = Jb, and ISI - k + c(G : S, K) will not decrease if an edge is adjoined to S. NOW 
suppose T c S has ITI = exc(S, K) and c(G : S, K) = c(G : (S - T), Q. Then 
WIS-TI-k+c(G:(S-T), K) 
= ISI - exc(S, K) - k + c(G: (S - T), K). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. A more precise version of this 
theorem can be found at the end of this section. Cl 
Before proving Theorem 2.1 we mentioned that while IEI(S, V(G))! and 
lW9 W))l are always independent of the choice of the ordering of E(G) used 
to define the activities, in general IEI(S, K)J and JIL( S, K)I need not be. There is 
another regard in which the K-terminal activities are more sensitive to changes of 
ordering than the special case K = V(G) might lead one to expect. A well-known 
theorem of Tutte (implicii in the discussion at the end of 8 IX.6 of [15]) is that the 
number of maximal forests G 5 in G with IEL(S, V(G))1 =j and (II(S, V(G))1 = i 
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Fig. 3. 
depends only on G, i, and j; it does not depend at all on the ordering of E(G) 
with respect to which the activities are defined. The general K-terminal case is 
quite different, zs is shown by the example drawn in Fig. 3. With the edges 
ordered as indicated in the figure, and with K consisting of the two vertices of 
valence three, this graph has three Steiner K-forests and three fake Steiner 
K-forests, one convincing. If the indices of el and e5 are reversed, the resulting 
graph has three Steiner K-forests and five fake Steiner K-forests, all convincing; 
thus the numbers of fake and convincing fake Steiner K-forests are not 
independent r __ d of thechoice of ordering. Furthermore, the activities of the Steiner 
K-forests with respect to the two edge-orderings differ markedly; for instance, 
JEL({e5}, K)] = 4 if the edges are indexed as in Fig. 3, but if the indices of e, and 
es are reversed then no true or fake maximal K-forest G :S will have 
]EL(S, K)] > 2. 
The last theorem of this section requires some preliminary results. 
Lena 2.1. rf e, is a K-loop or a K-isthmus then for every S c E(G), 
L(S - {em}, K) = L(S U (em>, K) and I(S - (e,}, K) = I(S U (e,,,}, K). 
Proof. Suppose first that e, is a K-loop, and suppose e,,, E S. (This latter 
supposition does not substantially affect the argument.) 
Suppose i <: m and ei f~ LjS - (e,}, K), and let T = S U (ei}. Then ei E IL( T - 
{e,}, K), so whenever P is the edge-set of some reduced path in G that includes 
ei and connects two distinct elements of K, either 
P n [ei+t, emI n (E(G) - (T - hJ)>#@ 
or else there is a minimal circuit in G that contains ei and is contained in 
P U ((T - 1&J) n ki+l, e,,,]). Note that since e,,, is a K-loop it cannot be in P; 
also, (T - (e,}) n [ei+l, e,3 is contained in T n [ei+l, em). I-Ience either P n 
] e. I+19 em] ii (E(G) - T) # 0 or else there is a minimal circuit in G that contains ei 
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and is contained in P U (T n [ei+l, em]); consequently, ei E IL(T, K). This proves 
US - kJ, K) n [el, e,-,] c US, K) n [e,, em-,]. 
Suppose now that i < m and ei E L(S, K), and let T = S U {ej}; then ei E 
IL(T, K). Let P be the edge-set of some reduced path in G that includes ei and 
connects two elements of K. As before, 
P n [ei+l, em ] n (E(G) - T) = P n [ei+l, emI n VW) - (T - {em))), 
so if the former is non-empty then so is the latter. If there is a minimal circuit in 
G that includes ei and e,,, and is contained in P U (T f7 [ei+l , e,]) then 
(PU(TW~+,, e,l))- 1 1 ei contains a reduced path between two elements of K 
(those connected by P) that contains e,; but this is impossible, since e, is a 
K-loop. Therefore if P U (T n [ei+l , e 1) contains a minimal circuit that includes m 
ei then this minimal circuit does not include e,, so it is contained in 
P U ((T - te,)) n [ei+l 3 e,]). This proves that ei E IL( T - {e,), K); we conclude 
that L(S - {e,), K) n [e,, e,_J I> L(S, K) n [e,, e,_,]. Combining this with the 
result of the preceding paragraph, and noting that e,,, lies in both L(S, K) and 
L(S - (em}, K), we conclude that L(S, K) = L(S - {e,}, K). 
Suppose now that i <m and ei E I(S - (e,), K), and let T = S - {e,>. Then 
ei E EI(T - {e,), K), so there is a cutset C of G contained in E(G) - (T - {e,}) 
whose least element is ei, and there are paths from the end-vertices of ei to 
elements of K that are contained in (T - {e,)) n [ei+*, e,]. These paths are 
certainly contained in T n [ei+*, e,]. Moreover, the existence of these paths 
implies that the cutset C separates tcivo distinct elements of K. If e, were in C 
then there would be a reduced path in G connecting these two elemen%s of K that 
included e,; this is impossibie, since em is a K-loop, so e, & C, so C is contained 
in E(G) - T. This shows that ei E EI(T, K); we conclude that 
I(s - {e,), K) n [el, e,J c W, K) n [e, em-J. 
If i C m and ei E I(S, K) then again let T = S - {ei}; then ei E EI(T, K). A 
cutset G contained in E(G) - T is also contained in E(G) - (T - (e,}). 
Moreover, if among the various paths in T n [ei+l, em] connecting the end-vertices 
of ei to elements of K we choose a shortest one for each end-vertex, then these 
cannot include e,,, ; for combined with ei they constitute a reduced path between 
two elements of K. (Note that the existence of a cutset contained in E(6) - T 
that includes ei implies that they are disjoint.) Therefore ei E EI( T - {e,), K); we 
conclude that 
I@, K) n [e,, em-,] E I(S - {em}, K) n[e,, e,,d 
Combining this with the result of the preceding paragraph, and noting that e, is 
in neither I(S, K) nor I(S - {em}, K), we conclude that I(& K) = Z(S - {e,}, K). 
The proof in case e,, is a K-isthmus is quite similar in structure to the one just 
given; we !eave it to the reader. 0 
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Le a 2.2. If ei E L(S, K) U Z(S, K) then 
L(S - {ei}, K) = L(S U {ei}, K) and Z(S - (ei}, K) = Z(S U (ei}, K). 
Proof. Let A represent either of the letters L and 1. The resolutions of G 
corresponding to S U {ei} and S - { ei} are identical until ei is reached, SO 
A(S - {ei}, K) n [ei+t, emI = A@ U {ei} 9 K) n [ei+l, e,,,l- 
Let G* be what remains of G after this identical portion of these resolutions, K* 
what remains of K, and S* what remains of S. If E(G*) = (e,, . . . , ei) inherits its 
order in the obvious way from that of E(G), then ei is a K*-loop or K*-isthmus, 
SO by Lemma 2.1 A(S* U {ei}, K*) = A(S* - (ei}, K*). AS 
A(S U {ei}, K) = A(S* U (e,>, K*) U (A(S U {ei}, K) n [ei+l, e,]) 
and 
A(S - {ei), K) =A(S* - {e,), K”) u (A(S - {ei}, K) n [ei+l, e,]), 
we conclude that A(S U {ei}, K) = A(S - {ei}, K). 0 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose S, T c E(G) and 
(S u T) - (S n T) E L(S, K) U I(S, K) U L(T, K) U Z(T, K). 
Then L(S, K) = L(T, K), Z(S, K) = Z(T, K), IO(S, K) = IO(T, K), and 
EO(S, K) = EO(T, K). 
Proof. The equalities L(S, K) = L( T, K) and Z(S, K) = Z(T, K) follow from 
Lemma 2.2 by a straightforward induction on I(S U T) - (S n T)I. Then 
(S U T) - (S n T) c L(S, K) U Z(S, K). 
Since IO(S, K) c S U T and IO(S, K) n (L(S, K) U Z(S, K)) = 0, IO(S, K) must 
be a subset of S n T. Consequently 
IO(S, K) U L(S, K) u Z(S, K) c (S n T) u L(S, K) u Z(S, K) 
E S U L(S, K) U Z(S, K) = IO(S, K) U L(S, K) U Z(S, K), 
E(G) - EO(S, K) = IO(S, K) u L(S, K) u Z(S, K) 
= (S n T) U L(S, K) U Z(S, K). 
Similarly, 
E(G) - EO( T, K) = (T n S) u L( T, K) u Z( T, K), 
and consequently lEO(S, K) = EO( T, K). Finally, IO(S, K) = IO(T, K) by Prop- 
osition 2.1. Cl 
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Theorem 2.2. Let F. T s E(G). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) IO(S, K) = IO(T, K), 
(ii) EO(S, K) = EO( T, K), and 
(iii) IO(S, K) c T c E(G) - EO(S, K). 
Moreover, if these hold then L(S, K) = L(T, K) and I(S, K) = I(T, K). 
roof. Suppose first that IO(S, K) = IO(T, K). Note that 
(s U IO@, 0 - (S n IO(S, K)) = IL@, K) u II@, K) c_ L(S, K) u I(s, K), 
so by Lemma 2.3 EO(S, K) = EO(IO(S, K), K). Similarly, EO(T, K) = 
EO(IO( T, K), K), so EO(S, K) = EO(T, K). 
Now, suppose that EO(S, K) = EO(T, K). Note that 
(S u (E(G) - EO(S, Jy))) - (S n (E(G) - EO(S, K))) 
= EL(S, K) u EI(S, K) c L(S, K) U I(S, K), 
so by Lemma 2.3 IO(S, K) = IO(E(G) - EO(S, K), K). Similarly, IO(T, K) = 
IO(E(G) - EO(T, K), K), so IO(S, K) = 10( T, K). Hence IO(S, K) = 10( T, K) C_ 
T c E(G) - EO(T, K) = E(G) - EO(S, K). 
Finally, suppose that IO(S, K) c T c E(G) - EO(S, K). Then 
(S u T) - (S n T) c (E(G) - EO(S, K)) - IO(S, K) = L(S, K) U I(S, K), 
so Lemma 2.3 gives IO(S, Kj = IO(T, K). Cl 
Unlike Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 reflects the direct extension of an important 
property from the all-terminal case [8, Theorem 21 to the case of arbitrary K. It 
also has the following sharpening of Theorem 2.1 as a corollary. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose S c_ E(G). Then 
c(G : (S - ZL(S, K)), K) = c(G : S, K), 
c(G: (S U EI(S, K)), K) = c(G :S, Kj - ]EI(S, K)I. 
Proof. If IL(S, K) = 8 then the first assertion is obvious. If not, suppose 
e E IL(S, K). If there is any reduced path in G : S between two elements of K that 
includes e, then the alternative description of eventual K-loops given after 
Proposition 2.1 implies that there must be some minimsal circuit in G : S that 
contains e. This shows that c(G :S, K) - c(G : (S - (e}), K). Since IL(S - 
{e}, K) = IL(S, K) - (e} by Theorem 2.2, it follows by induction on IIL(S, K)I 
that c(G :S, K) = c(G : (S - IL(S, K)), K). 
The second assertion is proven by a similar induction on 1EI(S, K)). !I! 
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3. Expansions of R 
Suppose c is a function mapping P&(G)) x E(G) into some commutative ring 
with unity that contains the ring R[t, z] of polynomials in c and z with real 
coefficients; here P@(G)) is the power-set of E(G). We will call c a coefficient 
function for the R poZynomiaE if for every edge ei of G, c(S, ei) depends only on 
S fl [&+I9 em]. (In particular, c(S, em) must be independent of S.) The fundamen- 
tal theorem providing activities expansions of R is the following. 
Theorem 3.1. If c is any such coeficient function then 
R(G, K; t, z) 
= s gc, (IJ P)(E (1 -PI)@ c)(lJ (ta + P))(rJ c)(IJ (a + ZP))l’c’s. K)zb, 
E 
where a = 1 -p(e) - c(S, e), b = ISI - k + c(G : S, K) - JIL(S, K)J, c = c(S, e), 
p =p(e), and IO = IO(S, K), EO = EO(S, K), etc. 
proof. If we calculate R(G, K; t, z) recursively by applying Theorem 1.1 to the 
edges of G in the order e,, . . . , e,, then the result is an expansion of R(G, K) as 
a sum of 2” terms. If we associate to each term the set S of edges contracted in 
obtaining that term, this resulting expansion is easily seen to be precisely the 
definition of R(G, K). 
In a similar way, a modified version of the recursion of Theorem 1.1 results in 
the expansion given in the statement of this theorem. Suppose that at a certain 
stage in the recursion we are working on an edge e, G* is what remains of G, K* 
is what remains of K, and S consists of those edges contracted in getting to this 
stage. If e E t(S, K) then e is a K*-loop and by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we have 
R(G”, K*) 
= c(S, e)R(G” - e, K*) + (1 -p(e) +p(e)z - c(S, e))R(G*/e, K*/e). 
(Note that here IK*/el = IK*l because e is a K*-loop.) If e E I(S, K) then e is a 
K *-isthmus and Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 give 
R(G*, K*) 
=c(S, e)R(G* - e, K*) + (p(e) + t - tp(e) - tc(S, e))R(G*/e, K”/e). 
(Note that here IK*/el = IK*l - 1 since e is a K*-isthmus.) Only if e E O(& K) do 
we use the recursion of Theorem 1.1 without modification: 
R(G*, K*) = (1 -p(e))R(G* - e, K”) +p(e)R(G*/e, K”/e) 
if e has two distinct end-vertices in K *, and 
R(G*, K”) = (1 -p(e))R(G* - e, K*) +p(e)zR(G*/e, K*/e) 
otherwise. 
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We claim that the rerult zf this modified recursion is precisely the expansion 
given in the theorem. Clearly the terms in the products indexed by IO, EO, etc. 
are the coefficients used in the modified recursion? except for the z that 
sometimes appears in a coefficient used for an internally ordinary element. The 
power of t is simply the R polynomial of the edge-free graph obtained as the final 
result of the resolution of G corresponding to S. To justify the power of t, note 
that during the resolution of G corresponding to S it must occur precisely 
k - c(G : S, K) times that we contract an edge with two distinct end-vertices in 
K*. Therefore it will occur precisely 1Sj - (k - c(G : S, K)) times that we contract 
an edge that does not have two distinct end-vertices in K*. All of the internal 
eventual K-loops of S will be among these edges, and none of the internal 
eventual K-isthmuses of S will be among these edges, so precisely IS1 -k + 
c(G : S, K) - )IL(S, K)J of these edges will be ordinary; they provide the power of 
z in the statement of the theorem. Cl 
Theorem 3.1 immediately yields activities expansions of the standard reliability 
polynomial and the Satyanarayana-Tindell K-terzkial chromatic polynomial. 
A coefficient function for the standard reliability polynomial is a function c 
mapping P@(G)) x E(G) into any commutative ring with unity that contains the 
polynomial ring R[p], such that c(S, ei) depends only on S fl [e,+i, e,]. 
CoroIIary 3.1. If c is any such coefficient function, p : E(G)+ [w is constant, and 
c( G, K j = 1, then the standard reliability polynomiul of G with respect o K is 
with a summand for each S s E(G) that has c(G 5, K) = 1. 
A coefficient function for the Satyanarayana-Tindell K-terminal chromatic 
polynomial is a function c mapping P(E(G)) x E(G) into some commutative ring 
with unity that contains R [A], such that c(S, eJ depends only on S n [ej+l, e,]. 
Corollary 3.2. If c is any such coefficient function then 
P(G, K; A) = c (-l)‘S’IZC(G:S*K) n (1 - il 
S&(G) II 
Several particular examples of coefficient functions are of interest. The 
examples we present all have the property that c(S, e) depends only on whether e 
is in L(S, K), I(S, K), or O(S, K); clearly such functions are indeed coefficient 
functions. IvIoreover, the value of c@, e) for e E O(S, K) does not affect any of 
the expansions, so we do not bother to specify it. 
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Example 3.1. Let c(S, e) = 1 -p(e) for all S and e. Then the expansion of the R 
polynomial provided by Theorem 3.1 is simply the original definition of R. 
Example 3.2. Let c(S, e) = 0 for e E Z(S, K) and c(S, e) = 1 -p(e) +p(e)z for 
e E L(S, K). Then Theorem 3.1 yields 
R(G.K)=C(np)(n(l-p))(n(I-fp+p)) 
IO EO II 
/ x $J (1 _p +pz) tc(G:S, WtIW-~+4G:S~ K), 
with a summand for each true or fake Steiner K-forest G : S (i.e., for each 
S E E(G) with EI(S, K) = 0 = IL@, K)). This expansion is the direct generaliza- 
tion to R of Tutte’s expansion of the dichromatic polynomial in terms of activities 
with respect to maximal forests (cf. [15, Chapter IX]); indeed, if p is identically i
and K = V(G) then multiplying Tutte’s activities expansion of the dichromasic 
polynomial through Oy 2’” produces precisely the expansion of R just given. 
This expansion of R can also be obtained in a direct way from the definition of 
R. Suppose we define an equivalence relation on P@(G)) by saying that S is 
related to T if IO@, K) = IO(T, K). Then Theorem 2.2 implees that all the 
members of any equivalence class have the same L(S, K) and Z(S, K). 
Furthermore, each equivalence class has a unique element that is a true or fake 
Steiner K-forest, namely (S - IL@, K)) U EI(S, K) for any element S of the 
class. The expansion of R just given is simply the result of collecting the 
summands in the definition of R according to these equivalence classes in 
B(E(G)), and considering each equivalence class to be represented by its unique 
true or fake Steiner K-forest. 
If c(G, K) = 1 and p is constant then the corresponding expansion of the 
standard reliability polynomial is 
c (Ip)(; (1 -PI)9 
with a summand for each true or convincing fake Steiner K-tree G : S (i.e., each 
S c E(G) with EI(S, K) = 0 = IL@, K) and c(G : S, K) = 1). Like the expansion 
of R just given, this can be obtained in another way. The standard reliability 
polynomial is obviously equal to 
C p tSl(l - p)m-ISI, 
with a summand for every S s E(G) that has c(G : S, K) = 1. Theorem 2.1 implies 
that every such S has EI(S, K) = 0; it follows from this and Theorem 2.2 that if 
c(G : S, K) = 1 then T c E(G) has IO@, K) = IO(T, K) and c(G : T, K) = 1 if 
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and only if S - IL(F, K) c T c S U EL(S, K). Therefore, if we group terms in 
according to the equivalence relation defined by IO(S, K) = IO(T, K), and 
choose in each equivalence class the unique representative with PL(S, K) = 8, we 
will obtain the expansion 
c plSl(~ _p)lEW. 0, 
with one summand for each of these representatives. 
This expansion has an interesting application to the domination d,(G) 
introduced by Satyanarayana and Prabhakar [12] for directed graphs and 
Satyanarayana nd Chang [lo] for undirected graphs (also see [ 1,4] for accounts 
of this important notion). As shown by Satyanarayana nd Khalil [ 111, d,(G) is 
equal to the coefficient of p” in the standard reliability polynomial. Considering 
the expansion of this polynomial that was just discussed, we immediately 
conclude that 
d,(G) = c (-l)m-‘SI, 
with a summand for each true or convincing fake Steiner K-tree G :S that has 
EL(S, K) = 8, i.e., for each S E E(G) with c(G :S, K) = 1 and HL(S, K) = 
EL(S, K) = EI(S, K) = 8. A special case of this is the result of Boesch, 
Satyanarayana nd Suffel [l] that (-l)m-~v(G)~+ldvcG,(G) is the number of 
spanning trees with no broken circuits (i.e., no eventual K-loops). 
Also, the corresponding expansion of the Satyanarayana-Tindell K-terminal 
chromatic polynomial is 
c (_ l)ISI~cW :Se “‘(1 _ q11W. WI, 
with a summand for each S E E(G) that has IL(S, K) = EL(S, K) = EI(S, K) = 0. 
The existence of this expansion solves a problem mentioned at the end of [13]. 
Example 3.3. Let c(S, e) = 1 -p(e) for e e I(S, K) and c(S, e) = 1 -p(e) +p(e)z 
for e E L(S, K). The expansion of R provided by Theorem 3.1 is 
z (rJP)(r$l -P))(lp -P))(rJP)(r$l -p +Pz~)r”C:“.K’zl~~--Xtc(G:~~K)~ 
with a summand for each S c E(G) that has IL(S, K) = 0. Like the expansion of 
Example 3.2, this expansion can be obtained by grouping terms in the definition 
of R; we leave the details to the reader. 
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expansion of the Satyanarayana-Tindell K-termina! chro- 
C (_ 1)lQc’G :Sn 0, 
with a summand for each S E E(G) that has L(S, K) = 8. This is a very direct 
extension to this polynomial of Whitney’s broken circuits expansion of the 
classical chromatic polynomial [ 161. 
Of course, Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries can be used to produce many other 
. 
eXpSiSiSi% 0 f R, P, and the standard reliability polynomial, but we will not 
present any more examples of such expansions here. 
One final comment about these expansions may be in order. It often happens 
that different coefficient functions yield activities expansions that are essentially 
the same. For instance, if we let c(S, e) = 1 -p(e) for e E I(S, K) and c(S, e) = 0 
for e E L(S, K) then Theorem 3.1 yields the expansion 
c (I-JP)Q (1 - P))(rJ (1 - P))(l$+(I-J (I -P +!=))r”G:~* K)zb, 
with a summand for each S c E(G) that has EL@, K) = 0. This might seem 
significantly different from the expansion given in Example 3.3, but it isn’t. For 
Theorem 2.2 implies that f(s) = S U L(S, K) defines a bijection mapping 
{S: IL@, K) = 0} onto {S: EL@, K) = a>, and this bijection can be used to show 
that the expansion of R just given is in fact identical to the one in Example 3.3. 
4. Two modifications of the R polynomial 
In this section we present two ways of altering the R polynomial that are useful 
in certain contexts. 
Suppose that G is a probabilistic graph given with an ordering E(G) = 
{el,. . . , em} of its edge-set, and that the edges of G are subjected to some sort 
of trial or test in the order e,,,, . . . , el. Suppose further that the probability p(e) 
that a given edge e will survive its trial might depend on the results of trials 
already conducted. That is, the probabilities of survival of the edges of G are 
given by a function 
p : f’(W)) x E(G)-, [O, 11 
with the property that p(S, ei) depends only on S n [ei+l, e,]. (The value of 
p(S, ei) is the probability of the survival of ei, given that at the time of its trial the 
survivors of previous trials are precisely the elements of S n [ei+l, e,].) It is then 
a simple matter to replace p(e) by p(S, e) in the definition of R(G, K), to obtain 
a polynomial useful in discussing the likelihoods of various properties of the 
surviving portion of 6; all of the results of this paper can be extended to this 
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polynomial. For jnstance, Theorem 1.1 extends to this polynomial so long as it is 
applied to e,,,, and the material in Section 3 also extends to this polynomial. We 
leave the consideration of the details of such extensions to the interested reader. 
Here is another way of modifying the R polynomial. Suppose G is a &IU& 
weighted graph, i.e., G is equipped with a weight function w and a complemen- 
tary weight function 15 mapping E(G) into some commutative ring with unity. 
(An ordinary graph, or a graph with just one weight function, can be considered 
to be a doubly weighted graph by defining @ = 1 and -J.f necessary, w = 1.) The 
K-terminal R polynomial of G can be defined by replacing p by w, and 1 -p by 
IQ, in the definition of Section 1. Once again, the results of this paper can all be 
extended to this context; one need only replace y” by w and 1 -p by i3 
consistently. 
There are several reasons why one might want to record non-probabilistic 
information in this way. For instance, suppose that G is a probabilistic graph 
and it is intended that the non-useable edges of G be repaired; let r : E(G)-, R 
give the cost of repairing each edge. lVIoreover, suppose that v : E(G)+ R gives 
the value of each edge, if it survives; this value might be of use in calculating the 
worth of the useable portion of G for accounting purposes. Then using 
w(e) = p(e)Pe) and G(e) = (1 - p(e))y’(“), where x and y are indeterminates, 
results in an R polynomial in which the coefficient of tcz”xuy” is the probability 
that the useable portion U of G will have c(U, K) = c and lE(U)] = b - c + k, 
that the edges of U will have a total value of a, and that the elements of 
E(G) - E(U) will cost d to repair. 
It is not difficult to find other situations in which interesting nonprobabilistic 
information is recorded in the form of weighted or doubly weighted graphs. For 
instance, see [6-71 for discussions of such situations in statistical physics, and [14] 
for a discussion of such a situation in topology. Also, see [9] for a discussion of 
similar issues in the context of directed graphs. 
An interesting property of doubly weighted graphs that is not shared by 
probabilistic graphs is the fact that there are ‘universal’ or ‘generic’ examples of 
R polynomials for them. To justify this assertion we need the following 
proposition, which is easily proven. 
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a doubly weighted graph, and suppose e,, . . . , es are 
edges of G that all have the same end-vertices. Let G’ be the graph obtained from 
G by replacing e, , . . . , e, by a single edge e’ that has 
ti(e’) = n ti(ei) and -@(e’) + n (zw(ei) + .(ei)$ 
Then R(G, K) = R(G’, K). 
Given positive integers n R > k let kGn be the doubly weighted graph with 
V(kG,,)={v, ,... ~~~)and~K~=(v,,..., vk ), that has an edge between vi and 
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Vj whenever i Si. Let {E;j, %?q: 1 G i S j s n} be a set of independent indetermin- 
ates, and let w and @ be the obvious functions mapping E(G) into the ring of 
integer polynomials in these indeterrnkates. Proposition 4.1 directly implies the 
following theorem. 
Themem 4.1. Let G be any doubly weighted graph with (V(G)( = n, and suppose 
KG V(G) has lKl= k. Then R(G, K) can be obtained from R(&,,, &) by 
suitably evaluating the various wii and C$. 
Proposition 4.1 is of independent interest, as it is the extension to R of a 
fundamental property of the standard reliability polynomial, the elimination of 
parallel edges. The elimination of edges in series also extends to R. Let G be a 
doubly weighted graph with a vertex v which is incident on only two edges, et and 
e2, neither of which is a loop. Let G - v be the graph obtained by deleting v and 
these incident edges, and let G* be the graph obtained from G - v by inserting a 
new edge e” whose end-vertices are the end-vertices of e, and e2 other than v. 
proposition 4.2. (a) Zf v $ K, w(e*) = zw(eI)w(e2), and @(e*) = +(eI)@(e2) + 
r#(e,)w(e,) + zw(e&(e,) then R(G, K) = R(G*, K). 
(b) Zf v and the other end-vertices of el and e2 all lie in K, w(e*) = w(el)w(e2). 
and G(e*) = h3(e&(e2) + i+(eI)w(e2) + w(el)i+(e2) then R(G, K) = R(G*, K - 
40 
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